September 18, 2019
Director Kathleen Kraninger
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
1700 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20552
Re: Docket No. CFPB-2019-0022
Dear Director Kraninger,
We, the undersigned groups who advocate on behalf of consumers impacted by medical debt,
write to urge you to strengthen the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) proposed
debt collection rule.
While we believe that the rule should be strengthened to better protect all consumers, those
consumers struggling under medical debt will be particularly harmed by the rule as written.
Medical Debt Impacts a Staggering Number of Americans
Medical debt harms millions of consumers every year, with nearly one in six adults age 19-64
contacted by a collection agency for unpaid medical bills in 2018.1 Twenty-three percent of
consumers had overdue medical bills in 2018.2
It should be no surprise then, that a recent CFPB report found than an incredible 58 percent of
third-party debt collections tradelines on consumer credit reports were for medical debt.3 This
level of debt has serious consequences for consumers, as nearly 60 percent of bankruptcy filers
believe that medical debt was a contributor to their bankruptcy.4
Why Medical Debt is Different
While we believe that all consumers deserve strong protections from harassing and
unscrupulous debt collectors, those dealing with medical debt particularly need a strong rule.
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Because a third-party, the insurer, is often in the middle of the consumer and the health care
provider, what is paid when and by who may be an ongoing negotiation and third-party errors
may result in consumers having bills go into collections in error.
Debts resulting from medical procedures also often result from emergencies, and a sick or
recovering patient, who may be out of work, is in a poor position to pay the amounts demanded
by bill collectors.
The high, unpredictable costs of medical care already affect how we make medical decisions.
Forty percent of adults report skipping a medical test or treatment in the last year due to costs.5
And consumers worried about costs sometimes withhold essential medical treatment, leading to
worse health outcomes and more expensive care later on.6 More harassment from collectors
over a previous medical debt can only make these problems worse.
Consumers struggling with medical debt deserve much more robust protections from debt
collectors than the proposed rule provides.
Too Many Phone Calls Allowed Especially Given the Nature of Medical Debt
Medical emergencies may result in multiple bills that under the proposed rule would allow for a
high volume of attempted calls.
Take the story of Venus Lockett who was uninsured and had a mini-stroke while giving a
presentation. She spent the night in the hospital and received a bill for over $26,000. She then
received a separate $1,300 bill for two doctors’ consultations, and a third bill from the
ambulance company for $1,807. Venus was lucky and ended up only having to pay a reduced
ambulance bill after she found help from a local advocacy group.7
Not everyone will be so lucky. It is not a stretch of the imagination to go from the 21 attempted
calls per week that the rule would allow for someone with three medical debts like Venus, to 56
attempted calls per week for a family with 8 medical bills. Those high-volume communications
from collectors can contribute to health problems of their own: chronic stress can have tangible
health effects on the immune system, including increased inflammation, increased susceptibility
to disease, and slower wound healing.8
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We, along with advocates across multiple issue areas, recommend that the CFPB limit collectors
to one conversation and three attempts per week per consumer—not per debt. Dealing with
the stress of a phone ringing constantly is no solution to a debt you simply can’t afford to repay.
Give Consumers a Choice on How to be Contacted
It is perhaps easy to forget that in addition to struggling with the debt itself, those with medical
debt may still be struggling with poor health, reduced cognition, or even a new disability. Or
they may be caring for a loved one who is.
Because of these challenges, we believe that consumers with medical debt should be allowed to
choose how they are contacted.
Along with other advocates in other issue areas, we urge the CFPB to require collectors to obtain
consent before contacting consumers via email, text, or direct message; allow consumers to stop
any electronic messages by simply replying “stop” or using any other convenient method; and
not require consumers to click a hyperlink to receive information about the debt and their rights.
People who are in and out of the hospital or rehabilitation may enlist family members to check
their mail and deal with bills. They may miss important notices that get buried in email,
especially an old address that may not even be checked. For older consumers, in particular,
medical issues may lead them to have more trouble with electronic communications that were
not a problem when they were younger.
A Medical Emergency Shouldn’t Result in Perpetual Debt
Once a debt is so old that it has passed the statute of limitation in a consumer’s state, the CFPB
should ban the collection of this time-barred debt in and out of court.
There is general agreement among consumer advocates that these zombie debts are so old that
the records are likely lost, and the collector may have the wrong information about the debt.
Debts like that cannot be collected without mistakes or deception.
This is particularly true when it comes to medical debt. Details about what is owed, what
insurance payments have been processed or paid, what agreements have been made to pay
what, and by whom, are easily lost. These are complicated and variable questions that become
impossible to answer as time passes.
Having a clear cutoff date rather than a debatable question about what the collector or
collection attorney knows or should know is the best way to deal with old debts. Statutes of
limitation exist for good reason, and the CFPB should reinforce—not dilute—those protections
for consumers.
Require the Use of Original Documents

Relatedly, the CFPB should require collectors’ attorneys to review original account-level
documents when contemplating suing a consumer over a debt. This is the reasonable practice
for any debt, and it is particularly important in the context of medical debt because hospital
stays can result in multiple bills, and multiple insurance claims. Exactly who is responsible for the
bill can be complicated and unclear. This is particularly true for older consumers whose bills
must go through not only Medicare but often another Medi-gap plan.
Giving collection attorneys a pass for false information or misrepresentations just because they
reviewed unspecified “information” and somehow made a “determination” does not adequately
or reasonably protect consumers—it protects debt collectors and their attorneys.
Conclusion
We urge you to adopt the recommendations in this letter, as well as the recommendations
made by other consumer advocates in their comments. There is broad consensus that the
proposed rule as written does more to protect debt collectors than it does to protect consumers
and we ask that you change course and put ordinary consumers first.

